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Abstract. This paper proposes an analysis of student paths into the
scenario graph for a learning game that uses a formal model of seri-
ous games understandable and usable by teachers. Screenwriting, im-
plemented with a mental map, includes an expected path: the one that
includes the most interesting nodes of the scenario graph from the point
of view of the teacher, and achieves the training objectives. Through the
analysis of the paths taken by the students, we will show the advantages
and the benefits of this screenwriting. For that we indicate the diﬀerent
paths, the exit points (nodes presenting the case of abandonment of the
student) and the various categories of paths (with achievement or non-
achievement of training objectives). Finally, we propose solutions (tools
and methods) to improve the reengineering process and the design of the
scenario by the teachers.
Keywords: Learning games, Screenwriting, Design, Teachers, Reengi-
neering
1 Introduction
The “serious games” term (or learning game for our case) has several definitions
depending on the context and authors such as Abt [1] or Michael and Chen [16].
Alvarez and Djaouti provide a definition clarifying the ambiguity of the con-
cept: a serious game is a computer application for which the original intention is
to combine with consistency, serious aspects, in this case learning, with playful
elements taken from the video game [2]. Many achievements have shown their
interest in the transfer of skills and knowledge by developing the attractiveness
and promoting the motivation to learners. Nonetheless, that interest is tem-
pered by the lack of tools and methodologies for the design and production [11].
Meanwhile, the world of higher education is impacted, but with less enthusiasm.
Teachers in higher education, even those that are convinced of the potential of
digital education, have diﬃculties to create and to adapt learning games to their
pedagogy [5]. Particularly, their implication in the design of the scenario is a
crucial point of the learning game development [13]. In addition, we know that
reengineering of learning games and of their scenario is a criterion of adoption
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by the teachers [14].
The research pointed out that the reengineering process needs feedbacks on the
usage of the students of the TEL Systems [3]. In our case, these feedbacks are
logs files and data that describe the path of the student through the scenario
graph. We interpret these data in order to compare the teacher’s expected path
with the student’s path. We could use the term of “expected scenario” and “ob-
served scenario” [8].
In this paper, through the use of a learning game presented in the next section,
we analyse the data of 155 learners (we use this term rather than students in
this paper due to the profile type of this population as describe in section 3).
They have used this game from 2016 March, 7th to 2016 March, 18th. This
analysis would allow to make a reengineering process of these learning game
with the teachers. With this, we search to make the game more eﬃcient and to
allow learners to acquire competencies, and for that to pass through the impor-
tant nodes of the scenario graph. Another goal is to aﬃne our methodology for
designing learning games.
2 Development of the Learning Game
We have developed a learning game called “Les ECSPER” which allows to eval-
uate knowledge in Statistic and to acquire competencies about methodology in
statistic problems in enterprise (Fig. 1).
The learner makes hypotheses and choices while playing as a young engineer
Fig. 1. A screen of the learning game Les ECSPER
employed as statistician in a big company. His/her mission is to estimate the
wellness of the employees. We have two manners to evaluate the learner: a score
for progression (points) and lives (3 lives in the beginning).
As we have already indicated, numerous works pointed out the diﬃculties for
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teachers to design and to create a learning game [10][12][4]. Particularly, if we
focus on screenwriting and scenario, researches have been realized and some
generic models and tools deal with this aspect of the design process. Marne
et al. [12][14] have extracted from the study of diﬀerent authoring tools three
fundamental features about the scenario of learning games :
– The scenario is divided into components (and partially independent from
each other),
– These components (e.g. levels or stages) are organized and connected by the
hierarchical structure of their goals.
– The scenario components can dynamically adapt to the choices and perfor-
mances of the learner (or “player”).
Furthermore, we have designed the game following a conceptual framework
named “the six facets” [15]. The facet “Problems and Progression” concerns
“which problems to give the players to solve and in which order”. This facet
was a real challenge for the authors because it implies both the teachers and the
game experts who must communicate with each other.
The scenario of Les ECSPER follows these features. Thus, it was inspired by
gamebooks and divided into components; each of them is a case study with an
educational goal. The teachers designed the scenario step by step with an itera-
tive process and implemented it with a mental map and the tool XMind (Fig. 2).
This tool is easy to use and can be used by the teachers who are not computer
specialist, and of course by the game experts.
We obtained a scenario graph that contains the expected path e.g. the one
Fig. 2. An extract of the mind map describing the scenario graph
which includes the most interesting nodes of the scenario graph from the point
of view of the teachers, and achieves the training objectives. It is composed by
diﬀerent types of nodes, which were defined by their objective. We count a very
large number of paths, more than 16000, and 65 nodes; each of them is a case
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study, an expositive step or an end step. Some nodes have a large degree that
represents numerous hypotheses.
3 Context and Background of the Learners
The learning game Les ECSPER have been designed to be an activity of a
MOOC (Massive Open Online Course) named “Statistique pour l’ingénieur” (in
French and means statistic for engineers). This MOOC is deployed on FUN
(e.g. France Université Numérique), based on the LMS Open edX (Learning
Management System). The teachers want to multiply activities and to include
learning games in this MOOC [7]. The game is deployed on the LMS Moodle.
We have implemented an API on this LMS to record diﬀerent data such as steps
(nodes) ordered chronologically, time spent by step and scores. With that data,
we can induce the paths taken by each learners. The learners accede anonymously
to Les ECSPER through the IMS LTI protocol [6] with a unique number (id). If
another session is made for an id, it count as a second (or third) try associated
with the same id. Thus, each record is associated to one unique user and available
in Moodle in a .csv file. In sum, FUN provides information about the learners
profile and Moodle provides data about the use of the game. However, we can’t
link these data because the policy of FUN imposes anonymity.
The LMS FUN provides the profile of the 6958 learners registered (as noticed at
2016 March, 24). We can state that a large part of them have at least a master’s
or professional degree (64%); they have or search a job (68%) and have more
than 25 years old (74%).
4 Analysis
As we have already indicated, the data were recorded from 2016 March, 7 to 2016
March, 18. Learners were on the third week of the MOOC and the prerequisites
were viewed since 2 weeks through diﬀerent classical activities (lectures, videos,
documents and quiz). These data show a lot of diﬀerent paths: 139 paths for
155 unique learners. We have categorized these paths and compared them to the
expected path design by the teachers. The first step of our analyse is to count,
for each learner, the number of viewed nodes (Fig. 3). We can notice that the
learners who finished the game have viewed more than 38 nodes. This reflects
the eﬀort that was needed to achieve the game. We have choosen to describe 4
categories in this paper:
1. The dropouts, learners who have viewed 8 nodes or less.
2. The learners who have achieved the game with success.
3. The learners who have achieved the game with a "game over".
4. The abandonments, learners who haven’t achieved the game (they have en-
ventually done another game session) and made more than 35% of the game.
This choice allows us to show the interest of this analysis for the teachers in
order to make a reengineering of the learning game. For that we pointed out a
major mistake of the learners made late in the game.
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Fig. 3. number of learners per number of viewed nodes
4.1 First Category: the Dropouts
30 learners have viewed less than 8 steps (which represent 10% of the the game
Les ECSPER). Among these: 5 have followed the 7 first nodes of the expected
path and have attained the key node of the game (the working place of the
main character); 3 have chosen the wrong answer at the first quiz. The exit node
directly follows this step, when they have known they have made a mistake; 15
have only saw the first and or the second step without getting into the game. It
will be interesting at the end of the MOOC if they make another try and what
path they will take. If they will not do this, the design of the first and second
steps would be revised.
4.2 Second Category: the Good Paths
44 learners have finished the game with one of the three good endings. It means
that they have achieved the training objectives but they could have made some
mistakes (only one learner have achieved the game with the highest score: “Ex-
cellent!”).
Thus, among these learners paths, we have isolated an interesting fact. 25 learn-
ers of this category have made a major mistake at the step AB, a quiz step. We
have extracted a sequence of nodes made by these 25 learners: [AB, AC, AU, AF]
(Fig. 4). On Fig. 4, the expected path is the edge in light grey between the node
AB and AF: [AB, AF]. Another sequence, [AB, AC, AU, AS, AF] includes the
node AS which gives a second chance to the learner if he/she has one life left. We
coloured the node AB and AC with the same colour (red) because this is the same
screen for the learner but with a feedback (this is a second chance to find the
true answer). We focus about this sequence in this analysis. Data visualization
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Fig. 4. A major mistake in the path of one learner (represented with Undertracks) and
the part of the Mind Map associated
are built with Undertracks platform [9] (http://undertracks.imag.fr), a tool to
capitalize and analyse data; it is maintained by LIG (Laboratoire Informatique
de Grenoble).
4.3 Third Category: the Bad Paths
9 learners have finished the game with a “game over”. In fact, they have made 4
mistakes that the teachers qualified as major mistakes (thus learners have lost
one life for each of these). 5 of them have spent short time on the game: less
Fig. 5. Data visualization with Undertracks of the 9 learners who finished the game
with a Game Over with sequence [AB, AC, AU, AF]
than 20 minutes. The authors have designed the game for at least one hour of
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play and work. We think that these learners just wanted to make a try and to
see this new activity. We’ll analyse their future try, if they’ll make it, in a future
work. On the Fig. 5, we note that the sequence [AB, AC, AU, AF] (we pointed
out this with a black box) was always in the path.
4.4 Fourth Category: the Abandonments
About the other learners, we have analysed the paths of the 40 learners who
have made more than 35% of the game. We have pointed out 2 situations of
abandonment. A reason seems to be the type of the exit node: 29 have left the
game on a quiz step noted “Quiz” and in blue in the Fig. 6. These nodes depict
the important steps of the scenario. They are the key nodes of the predicted
scenario defined by the teachers. Regarding the sequence [AB, AC, AU, AF], we
0	 2	 4	 6	 8	 10	 12	 14	 16	
AZ	(informa2ve)	
AY	(answer)	
AW	(informa2ve)	
AF	(informa2ve)	
O	(informa2ve)	
J	(answer)	
E	(Quiz)	
AG	(Quiz)	
I	(Quiz)	
AU	(answer)	
AB	(Quiz)	
P	(Quiz)	
Fig. 6. Exit nodes for the learners who have made more than 35% of the game
have observed that 25 learners sequences of this category contained this sequence
of nodes. The node AB is a quiz step, this is a typical example of key node. 6
learners of this category exited Les ECSPER at this step (Fig. 6). 13 learners
exited the game at the step just following the node AB and all of them lost a
point of life with the sequence [AB, AC, AU, AF]. Another reason is the case
No life left 1 life left 2 lives left 3 lives left 4 life left
5% 20% 45% 18% 13%
Table 1. Lives left when the learners exit the game
where they were in a situation of failure. Thus, 70% of learners of this category
(Table. 1) have lost 2 or more lives (the lives represent the level of confidence
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of the player). And of course, they know that if they lost 4 lives, the game is
over. We don’t know if they have left the game definitely or if they have made
another try. The data exists and we’ll analyse them in another paper.
Finally we could say that neither the time spent to play nor the score that
calculates progression determine a situation of abandonment.
4.5 To sum up
If we focus on the sequence [AB, AC, AU, AF], we observe that the learners lost
often a point of life at the node AB (Table. 2) even between those who end the
game successfully (57% have made a mistake at node AB). This fact was noticed
to the teachers, and this is an important element for a future reengineering of this
learning game. Thus, for this sequence we have worked with one of the tesachers,
Good Paths Bad Paths Abandonments
57% 100% 63%
Table 2. Learners that lose life at the node AB
and he has proposed to add a step before the node AB with reminders. This new
node will be integrated to the new version of the learning game.
5 Perspectives
We pointed out elements about the scenario that we could avoid. Three points
need our attention:
– We have seen that the first and second steps will have to be revising to avoid
an immediate exit of the game.
– The teachers could prepare the learners when the nodes include a quiz (or
evaluation). To do that, they could add another fun elements and include
them in the screenwriting. Also, they could rewrite the text of the quiz if it
is needed.
– Finally, they would improve the feedback, especially when the learner make
a mistake.
To improve all these points and to ease the reengineering, we would make a
qualitative analyse of these data with the teachers. When they design this type
of learning game, they could improve the game after the first real use. Thus, we
must allow them to rework the screenwriting and so, we could make a reengineer-
ing of the learning game. Furthermore, we’ll use a model and a tool created by
Bertrand Marne, named respectively MoPPLiq and APPLiq [13][14]. MoPPLiq
is a generic model able to describe the playful and educational aspects of the
scenario of learning game and makes the scenario understandable and capable
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of being manipulated by teachers. This model comes with a tool called APPLiq
enabling manipulation of the scenario to fit it into the educational background
of teachers. This tool would allow us to ease the process of screenwriting, as the
iterative step (as seen above). Indeed, in this step of design, we need a tool that
enables the manipulation of the scenario. We define actually a formal model and
predefined templates to ease the design phase, particularly the screenwriting.
This model will guide teachers more closely in designing serious games.
The MOOC “Statistique pour l’ingénieur” is always open at the time of writing
this paper and there will be another session in September 2016 which will incre-
ment the quantity of data. We have already a second (and sometimes a third)
path recorded for learners who have not achieved the game. We prepare another
paper including analyse of these new data and the qualitative analyse made with
the teachers.
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